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Introduction. In [6] and [ll] a general notion of hermitian operator

has been developed for arbitrary complex Banach spaces (see §1 below).

In terms of this notion, a family of operators on a Banach space is said

to be hermitian-equivalent if the operators of this family can be made

simultaneously hermitian by equivalent renorming of the underlying

space [7]. Let X be a complex Banach space with norm || ||, and let F

be a commutative hermitian-equivalent family of operators on X. A

norm for X equivalent to || ||, and relative to which the operators of F are

hermitian will be called an F-norm. Such families have been studied in

[7], where it is shown that if X is a Hilbert space, then there is an F-norm

which is also a Hilbert space norm. It is natural to seek other properties

which, if enjoyed by X, can be preserved by choosing an F-norm appro-

priately. Such an investigation is conducted in this paper. Specifically,

we show in §§3 and 4 that if the Banach space X has uniformly Frechet

differentiable norm (resp., is uniformly convex), then there is an F-norm

which preserves uniform Frechet differentiability (resp., uniform con-

vexity). Moreover, we show in §6 that if X = Lp(fi), <*> > p > 1, M a meas-

ure, then there is an F-norm which preserves both uniform Frechet differ-

entiability and uniform convexity.

Our result for'the case where X is uniformly convex enables us to es-

tablish in Theorem (5.4) a strong link between the notions of semi-inner-

product (see §1) and Bade functional. This link adds to the analogy with

Hilbert space inherent in these notions.

Throughout this paper all spaces are over the complex field, and an

operator will be a bounded linear transformation with range contained

in its domain. In some cases it will be convenient to employ a notation

for Banach spaces which explicitly exhibits the norm. Thus, if Y is a

linear space, and | | is a Banach space norm for Y, we shall sometimes

designate the resulting Banach space by (Y,| |).

1. Semi-inner-products and Hermitian operators. In this section and the

next we reproduce some machinery from other papers which will be needed
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in the sequel. The definitions and results stated in §1 are taken from [6]

except where otherwise specified.

Definition. Let X be a vector space. A semi-inner-product (abbrevi-

ated s.i.p.) on X is a mapping [ , ] of X X X into the field of complex

numbers such that:

(i) [x + y,z]= [x,z]+[y,z] for x, y, z£X.

(ii) [\x,y] = \[x,y] for x, y£X, x complex.

(iii) [x,jc]>0 for x * 0.

(iv) \[x,y]\2= [x,x][y,y] for x, y^X.

When a s.i.p. is defined on X, we call X a semi-inner-product space

(abbreviated s.i.p.s.).

If X is a s.i.p.s., then [x,x\l 12 is a norm on X. On the other hand every

normed linear space can be made into a s.i.p.s. (in general, in infinitely

many ways) so that the s.i.p. is consistent with the norm, i.e., [ac,ac]1/2

= ||x||, for each *EX. By virtue of the Hahn-Banach theorem this can

be accomplished by choosing for each x G X exactly one bounded linear

functional fx such that \\fx\\ =\\x\\ and fz(x) = ||x||2, and then setting [x,y]

= fy(x), for arbitrary x, yEX.

Definition. Given a linear transformation T mapping a s.i.p.s. into

itself, we denote by W(T) the set, {[Tx, x]\[x, x] = 1}, and call this set

the numerical range of T.

Let T be an operator on the Banach space (X,|| ||). Although in

principle there may be many different semi-inner-products consistent

with I fl, nonetheless if the numerical range of T relative to one such

s.i.p. is real, then the numerical range relative to any such s.i.p. is real.

If this is the case, T is said to be a hermitian operator.

In [ll] I. Vidav introduces the following notion of hermiticity:

Definition. An element A of a Banach algebra with identity of norm

1 will be called hermitian if and only if for a real, ||1 + iah\\ = 1 + o(a)

as a —»0.

It is shown in [6, §9] that an operator T on the Banach space (X,|| ||)

is a hermitian operator (in the first sense described above) if and only if

it is hermitian in the sense of Vidav's definition, i.e., if and only if for a

real, ||7 + iaT|| = l + o(a), where I is the identity operator. Thus we

have at our disposal two equivalent formulations of the notion of hermitian

operator.

2. Hermitian equivalence. The next two definitions are taken from [7].

Definition. Let F be a commutative set of operators on the Banach

space X, and denote by L(F) the real linear span of F in the space of

operators on X. The exponential group of F is the set, |e'r| Tg L(F) j.

We denote this set by G(F).
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Definition. A set S of operators on the Banach space X is said to be

hermitian-equivalent (resp., hermitian) if and only if there is an equivalent

renorming of X which makes the operators of S hermitian (resp., S con-

sists of hermitian operators).

Very important for our purposes is the following [ 7, Theorem 6]:

(2.1) Let X be a Banach space and F a commutative family of operators

on X. Then F is hermitian-equivalent if and only if G(F) is uniformly

bounded.

Moreover, it is easy to see from the proof of [ 7, Theorem 6] the follow-

ing fact:

(2.2) Let F be a commutative family of operators on the Banach space

(X,|| ||). Then F is a hermitian family if and only if G(F) is a group of

isometries on (X,\\ ||).

Definition. Let F be a commutative hermitian-equivalent family of

operators on the Banach space (X,||   ||). A norm on X equivalent to

I and relative to which F is a hermitian family will be called an F-norm.

Throughout what follows (X,|| ||) will be a Banach space, and G will

be a commutative, uniformly bounded, multiplicative group of operators

on (X,|| ||), containing I. Under various hypotheses on (X,|| ||), we

shall give procedures for obtaining a norm equivalent to | ||, having

specified properties, and making the operators of G isometries. By (2.1)

these procedures will apply to the exponential group of a commutative

hermitian-equivalent family F, and will supply, by (2.2), an F-norm

possessing the specified properties. This fact will be used without further

mention.

3. The p-norms, uniform Frechet differentiability. Let B(G) denote the

set of bounded complex-valued functions on G. We now choose an invariant

mean J on B{G), i.e., a positive linear functional invariant under trans-

lation with respect to G in the usual sense, and such that J(l) = 1, 1

denoting the function identically 1 on G. The existence of such a func-

tional for any abstract commutative group can be seen, as in [7, §2], by

temporarily imposing the discrete topology on the group and applying

[3, p. 115]. The functional J will be fixed throughout this paper.

Suppose 1 i£ p < oo. For fixed x£X, the function which assigns to

each TEG the number \\Tx\\p is clearly in B(G). We define | |p on X

as follows:

\x\p=[J(\\Tx\\»)}v, {otxEX.

(3.1) Theorem. For 1 ^ p < °°, | \p is a norm on X equivalent to \\ ||.

Relative to \   \p, each T G G is an isometry.

Proof. (For the case p = 1 see also the proof of [ 7, Theorem 6].) For

each subset M of G with characteristic function CM, let v{M) = J(Cm)-
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Then f is a finitely additive function on the power class of G. For each

fEB(G), there is a sequence of functions of finite range tending to / uni-

formly on G. From this it is easy to see that in terms of the integration

theory for finitely additive set functions given in [5, III. l-III. 3], each

fEB(G) is «/-integrable and J(f) = fGfdv. By [5, III. 3.3] Minkowskis
Inequality is valid for v. Hence for 1 ±s p < <» and /, gEB(G),

(3.2) [J(\f + g\p)]1/p^[J(\f\p)}1/p+[J(\g\p)]1/p.

It is easy to see from (3.2) that | |p is a seminorm. From now on, let K

be an upper bound for 11| T|| | TE G\. For x E X, TE G, we have

(3.3) K l\x\ = K~'\\T-lTx\\ Z\Tx[ &K\x{.

From (3.3) it follows that

(3.4) K'l\x\ z\x\pzR\x\.

Hence I |p is a norm equivalent to || ||. The fact that each TE G is an

isometry relative to |   |p follows from the invariance of J.

Definition. ||   || is said to be uniformly Frechet differentiable (abbrevi-

ated (UF)) if and only if for t real, f-1(||jc-f fA|| — 1) tends uniformly to

a limit as *->0 for ||x|| = \h\ = 1. For x ^ 0, let x' = \\x\~lx. By observ-

ing that

rl(\\x + th\\ -|*|)

M

it is straightforward to verify that || || is (UF) if and only if for each pair

(rur^ of positive numbers, <_I(||x + th\\ - \\x\\) tends uniformly to a

limit as for r,£|je| and \\h\\ ^ r2.

(3.5) Theorem. // ||   || is (UF), then so is each | |p.

Proof. Set G(u,v) = linW"\\\u + tv\\ -\\u\\), t real, u, vEX, u^O.

If |x|p = |A|P= 1 and TEG, we have by (3.4) and the fact that T is a

I |p-isometry that R-1 ^\\Tx\\ ^ K and K~l S \\Th\\ g, K. Thus for

|x|p = |A|p= 1, TEG, and t real, we have:

,o e. IITx + tThW = II TxW + tG(Tx> T/l> + ta(T,x,h,t),
(o.b)

where a(T, x,h,t) —>0 as<—»0,   uniformly in T,x,h.

By (3.6) and the law of the mean

|| Tx + tTh\\p - I Tx||p - p[tG(Tx, Th) + ta{T, x, h, t)}

■{\\Tx\\+ 8\tG(Tx, Th) + ta(T,x,h,t) }J*-\
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where 0 depends on t,x,h,t and satisfies 0 < 6 < 1.

From this last equation, it is easy to see that

I Tx + tTh\\" = «Tx\p + ptG(Tx, TA) || Tx||'-1 + tß(T, x, A, t),

(3'7) where ß( T, x, h, t) -»0 as t -»0,   uniformly in T, x, A.

Applying J to (3.7) and taking 1/p powers, we get (since |x|p = 1):

(3.8)    |x + (A|p = {l + ptJ[G(Tx,Th)\\Tx\\»-l] + tJ[ß(T,x,h,t)]}l<».

It should be noted that since (see the proof of (3.1)) J(f) = fGfdv for

fEB(G), one  has \J(f)\ ^ J(\f\). Hence

J[ß(T, x, h, t) ] -» 0   as t-> 0 uniformly in x, h.

With the aid of this fact and the differentiability of (1 + c)1/p at c = 0, we

get from (3.8) that

\x + th\p=l + fe/[G( Tx, TA) I Tacp-1] + #y(x, A, 0,

where y (x, h, t) —* 0 as t —> 0,   uniformly in x, A.

Hence rl(|*+ <Ä|P - D tends to J[G(Tx, TA) || Tx||p_1] as t^0 uniformly

for |x|p = |A|P = 1, and so I   |p is (UF).

(3.9) Corollary. If F is a commutative, hermitian-equivalent family

of operators on (X,\\ ||), and \\ \\ is (UF), then there is an F-norm which

is(UF).

4. The uniformly convex case.

Definition ([4]). (X,|| ||) is said to be uniformly convex (abbreviated

(UC)) if and only if to each e, 0 < t 2£ 2, there corresponds a b(t) > 0 such

that the conditions ||x|| = ||y|| = 1, ||x - y|| ^ e imply ||x + y|| ^ 2(1 - 5(e)).

Equivalently, (X,|| ||) is (UC) if and only if whenever jx„(, \yn) are

sequences of vectors with ||x„||, ||y„|| ^ 1, for each n, and ||x„ + y,,|| —>2,

then I x„ - y„|| ̂ 0.

The key fact for our considerations in this section is the following ([ 10]):

(4.1) A Banach space is (UC) (resp., has its norm (UF)) if and only if

the norm in the dual space is (UF) (resp., the dual space is (UC)).

(4.2) Theorem. If (X,\ ||) is (UC), then there is an equivalent renorm-

ing of X which makes each T£G an isometry and gives again a (UC) space.

Proof. We denote the dual space of (X,| ||) by (X*,|| fl). By (4.1)

and application of (3.1) and (3.5) to the group G* of adjoints of operators

of G, we get an equivalent renorming of X* which yields a (UF) norm and

makes each T*, for TGG, an isometry. This, in turn, gives by (4.1) an

equivalent renorming of X** which yields a (UC) space and makes each
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T**, for TE G, have norm 1. A (UC) Banach space is reflexive ([8], [9]).

In view of this fact (or merely by recalling that the second adjoint of an

operator "extends" the operator), we can apply the inverse of the natural

mapping of X into X** to get a norm | | on X equivalent to || ||, with

(X,| |) (UC) and |T| gl, for TEG. Thus for each xEX and TEG,
\x\ = \T~1Tx\ ^\Tx\ ^\x\. Hence each TEG is an isometry relative

to I |.

(4.3) Corollary. If F is a commutative, hermitian-equivalent family of

operators on (X,|| ||), and (X,|| ||) is (UC), then an F-norm can be chosen

so as to obtain again a (UC) space.

5. Bade functionals and semi-inner-products.

Definition (see [l]). Let xEX and let be a bounded Boolean

algebra (abbreviated B.A.) of projection operators with domain X. A

continuous linear functional x*EX* such that

(i) x*Ex ^ 0, for EE 44,

(ii) x*Ex = 0, with EE^, implies Ex = 0,

will be called a Bade functional for x with respect to 9ß.

By [ 1, 2.9 and 3.1] if X is weakly complete, then there is a Bade func-

tional with respect to for each xEX. In particular, if X is (UC), then

it is reflexive, and the existence of a Bade functional for each x E X is

assured. We show in Theorem (5.4) that in the case of uniform convexity,

Bade functionals with respect to ^ can be obtained from any s.i.p. con-

sistent with an appropriate norm equivalent to || || and preserving uni-

form convexity.

Definition. (X,|| ||) is said to be strictly convex (abbreviated (SC))

if and only if each point of the unit surface is an extreme point of the

unit ball.

As is well known, uniform convexity implies strict convexity.

We remark that it is possible to characterize strict convexity in terms

of the notion of semi-inner-product as follows:

(5.1) Theorem. Let [ , ] be a s.i.p. for X consistent with || ||. Then

(X,|| ||) is (SQ if and only if whenever [x,y] = ||x|| ||y||, with x^O, then

y = cx, for some c s: 0.

Since we do not need to make use of (5.1), we omit its proof for ex-

pository reasons.

(5.2) Lemma. Let u be a nonzero hermitian idempotent in a Banach algebra

(A,I   |), A having an identity of norm 1. Then \u\ = 1.
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Proof. Clearly the spectrum of u has a maximum of 1. By [11, Lemma

3], \ em\ = e', for t ^ 0. It is easy to see from the series expansion for the

exponential function and from the idempotence of u that    = 1 + (e' — l)u.

Thus |1 + (e' - l)u| = <?'.   Multiplying by e~' gives \e~' + (1 - e~')u\

- 1. Letting f —♦ + °°, we get |u| = 1.

(5.3) Lemma. //, relative to || ||, 2£ is a hermitian projection with domain

X, and [   ,   ] is a s.i.p. consistent with ||   ||, then:

(i) [Ex,x]*0, for xGX.

(ii) If (X,\\   ||) is {SQ, then [Ex,x] = 0 implies Ex = 0.

Proof. By [ 7, Proof of Lemma 14], the infimum of the numerical range

of E and the minimum of the spectrum of E are identical. Hence the

numerical range of £ is non-negative. By [ 6, Theorem 11], if the numerical

range of an operator T is non-negative, then [Tx, x] 2; 0, for each x£X.

This proves (i). To prove (ii), suppose x is a nonzero vector with [Ex,x]

= 0. Then for 0 £ t £ 1, let y, = tx+ (1 - t)(I - E)x = x - (1 - t)Ex.

Thus [y„x] = [x,x] = \\x\\2. Hence ||yt|| ^|x|. Since I - E is hermitian,

we have by (5.2) that jjy0|| = |(/ - E)x\ ^ \\x\\. It follows that | (I - E)x\\

||x|| = l^ll for each t. By strict convexity x = (I — E)x, and hence Ex = 0.

Remark. Conclusion (ii) above is no longer valid if the restriction of

strict convexity is removed. This is shown by the following simple example.

Let X= 1°(2) (i.e., the space of all ordered pairs of complex numbers,

with ||(a,0)|| = max{\a\,\ß\ }). The operator E defined by E\(a,ß)\

= (a,0) is a projection, and it is easy to verify that for real t, |7 + itE\\

= |l + it|. Hence E is hermitian. Let x= (1/2,1). Then ||x|| =1, and

a simple calculation shows that the only linear functional of norm 1 assum-

ing the value 1 at x is the functional x* given by x*{(a,ß) \ = 0. Hence

for any s.i.p. [ , ] consistent with || ||, the linear functional [ ,x]

must be x*, and thus [Ex,x] = x*{ (1/2,0)} = 0, while Ex = (1/2,0) * 0.

(5.4) Theorem. If (X,|| ||) is (UQ, and &u &2,---, &n, are commut-

ing bounded B.A.'s of projections with domain X, then there is a norm \ \ on

X equivalent to || || such that (X,| |) is {UQ, and such that & = U;=1 @j

is a hermitian family. Moreover, if [ , } is any s.i.p. consistent with

I |, then for each x£X, [ ,x] is a Bade functional with respect to each

®it j= 1,2, .

Proof. The proof of [2, Lemma 2.3], though stated for the resolution

of the identity of a scalar type operator, easily adapts to an arbitrary

bounded Boolean algebra of projections and gives the result that an arbi-

trary bounded B.A. of projections is hermitian-equivalent. It now follows
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from (2.1) (see [7, Corollary 7]) that       is hermitian-equivalent. By

(4.3) there is a -^-norm | | such that (X,| |) is (UC). The final assertion

follows by applying (5.3) to the Banach space (X,| |).

6. The space Lp(u). In this section, we take X = L"(a), where °° > p

> 1, and u is a measure. || || will be the standard Lp(u) norm, and q will

be the index conjugate to p. We shall need the following inequalities due

to James A. Clarkson [4, Theorem 2]:

(6.1) If p ^ 2, then

2(114"+ ^{1") ̂Wx + yV + Wx-yW"

^2^1(||x||" + ||yr).

(6.2) If 1< p £ 2, then

llx + y«, + ||x-y||^2(||x||" + ||y||r-1.

We now return to our consideration of the group G in this setting.

(6.3) Theorem, (i) If p^2, then (6.1) is also valid for | |p.

(ii) If Kp <2, then (6.2) is also valid for | |„.

Proof. We first consider (i). In this case by (6.1), we have for x, yEX,

TEG:

2(|| Tx\\» +1| Tyll*) ̂ || T(x + y) |" + || T(x - y) \\p

^2p-1(\\Tx\\» + \\Ty\\p).

The desired conclusion now follows upon application of J.

To prove (ii) we first observe that by (6.2) we have for x, y E X, TEG:

II T(x + y) \\" + || T(x-y)|«£2( || Tx\\» + || Ty\\r~\

Applying J, we get:

(6.4) |* + y|? +1* - y\\£ 2J[(\\ Tx||' + || TyW")"'1}.

Since q — 1 > 1 here, we can apply (3.2) to q — 1 and the functions /, g

given by f(T) = || Tx\\", g(T) = || Ty\> to obtain:

(JKllTxr + liTyl")'-1])17^1'

(6'5) ^ [J(||Tx||p('-1,)]1'('~1,+ {J(\\Ty\\^-l))}l,{q-l).

Since p(<7 — 1) = q, we get from (6.4) and (6.5)

\x + y\l + \x-y\«£ 2(|x|? + |y|f)'-1.

This completes the proof.
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(6.6) Theorem. If p ^ 2, then (X,\   \p) is (UQ, while if 1 < p < 2,
I,) is (UQ.

Proof. Consider first the case p ^ 2. If \xn\, [yn] are sequences of vectors

with |x„|p, I yn\p ^ 1 and |x„ + y„|p—>2, then applying conclusion (i) of (6.3)

we get:

|xn + yn|^ + |^-yn|^2p.

Thus 0 ^\xn - yn\p g (2P -\xn + yn\pP)l/p. Hence \xn - y„|p^0. The proof

for the case l<p<2 proceeds similarly from conclusion (ii) of (6.3).

Since Lp(p), with the norm || ||, is the dual space of D(p.), and the latter

space is (UC) (see [4]), it follows from (4.1) that || || is (UF). Thus

with the aid of (3.5) we have:

(6.7) Theorem. For X — Lp(p), with oo > p > 1, and the group G, we have:

(i) If p ^ 2, then | \p is a (UF) norm equivalent to || ||, relative to which

each T£G is an isometry, and (X,\   \p) is (UQ.

(ii) If 1 < p < 2, then \ \q is a (UF) norm equivalent to || ||, relative to

which each TE:G is an isometry, and (X,\   \q) is (UQ.

(6.8) Corollary. If F is a commutative, hermitian-equivalent family

of operators on Lp(p), oo > p > 1, then there is an F-norm which preserves

uniform Frechet differentiability and uniform convexity.

By (6.8) and the reasoning used in the proof of (5.4), we have:

(6.9) Corollary. If 96u 962, • • •, 96 n, are commuting bounded B.A.'s

of projections with domain Lp(n), oo > p > 1, and 96 = U"_i-^>, then there

is a 96-norm \ \ which preserves uniform Frechet differentiability and uni-

form convexity. Moreover, if [ , ] is any s.i.p. consistent with \ \, then

for each x(£Lp(p), [ , x] is a Bade functional with respect to each 96j, j

= 1,2,..-,».
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